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LUXURY TRENDS FOR THE 
CHRISTMAS SEASON
Christmas News from BRABBU
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The most magical night of the year is coming! 
Christmas is the best opportunity to gather your family and spend some 
quality time around the fireplace, enjoying a special dinner and sharing 
meaningful presents with your loved ones.
In the Christmas season, BRABBU selected warm luxury news, specially 
prepared for you.

After the presentation of the VELLUM Suspension Light and the huge 
success of the VELLUM Wall Light in the Hollywood Blockbuster Fifty 
Shades of Grey, BRABBU releases the VELLUM Table Light and the 
VELLUM Floor Light! With this elite furniture family, you can create a 
unique and exquisite ambience full of light and good vibrations for your 
Christmas Eve!

VELLUM
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The MAA Armchair, one of BRABBUs most appreciated pieces, has now an 
addition to its family – the MAA Bar Chair! The combination of its shape 
with its singular color and the twill delicacy brings the details that will make 
every room speak harmoniously.

MAA

To add a refinement touch to your Christmas, nothing better than gold! Syn-
onym of luxury and elegance, gold is also a Christmas trend. 
The ARDARA Console is a journey through time, inspired by the dolmens 
of the Neolithic period, which reflected the sunlight. With its golden leaf 
finish, ARDARA brings a peaceful sensation to any ambience, ideal for this 
magical season.

ARDARA
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Finally, to ensure real comfort and a truly warm atmosphere in the most 
magical night of the year, get inspired by these two special tips for Christ-
mas:

BRAHMA  & WALES

A distinctive fireplace designed to warm your body and your heart, perfect to 
embrace the Christmas essence near the ones you love the most. 
BRAHMA Fireplace, made with vintage brass, is ideal for fulfilling a 
modern home décor and add a touch of luxury to your living room.
Inspired by the medieval castles, WALES Single Sofa was designed to 
provide the same feeling of protection in a living room set: a burgundy velvet 
sofa, with curvy back and arms, base in vintage brass and polished golden 
nails hat will enhance both modern and classic living room sets. 

Celebrate Christmas in style and take the most of this season with BRABBU 
design news!
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